Curry Soup

today we're making curry soup. with lots of vegetables.
we'll cook until around 11:00, then head over to ueno park
to serve it for lunch. we distribute hot meals in ueno
park every saturday, and so people know we're coming.

akihabara, tokyo

i'm just checking the volunteer roster.
we've got three shifts of people helping
today. this morning we prep and cook ...

ooka-san

today's menu includes not only
soup but also onigiri and donburi,
so we're cooking a lot of rice.

"the soup guy"

takahara-san
volunteer
coordinator

… then there's the distribution
at ueno park. later we have our
harvest pantry back here at the
office, plus all the cleaning up.

which means washing
a lot of rice.

you know the routine:
rinse, repeat, rinse, repeat,
until the water is clear.

time to get to work!

though of course, there's not much
that's easier to make than soup.

get a big pot, and put
lots of stuff in it.

… and a bit of cooking oil. the only real
difference between cooking at home and
cooking for several hundred is quantity.

into the big pot - and we've got a
couple of these - goes the soup
stock, which we made yesterday.

then the cabbage …
… and carrots, also chopped
yesterday by volunteers ...

The "secret ingredient" in curry
soup is … curry powder. Keep
spooning it in until i say stop.

add curry … then stir.

and stir. and stir. and stir.

with the curry soup,
we're making onigiri.

and again, we're
making it in bulk!

the rice we're using was part of a donor company's
emergency supply. when they renewed their stocks
because the expiration date was getting close,
rather than throwing it away, they donated to us.

the easiest way to do this is in
plastic bags. we've put all the
ingredients in here already ...

… the trick is to open the bag without
getting burned. it's steaming hot!

making the onigiri is pretty easy,
but there are a lot of them!

this is the easiest kind. if
we had to fold nori around
them we'd be here all day!

hmmm ...

and now, the moment of truth ...
sugiyama-san, would you do the honors?

after working their shifts,
volunteers add their names to
the hundreds of signatures on
the second harvest office wall.

mmmm!!!

we need to bring everything to the
park for the hot meal distribution ...
… including tables.

this is one of the soup kettles. we've got
two and we're expecting around 400 people.

in here we've got bowls and
everything else we need. at
this point, after eight years
of distributing in ueno park,
we've got the operation
running pretty smoothly!

at 11:45, the truck heads off to ueno park with the food and
supplies. this is the second trip of the day - at 10:30 another
crew of second harvest staff members and volunteers had gone
to the park to set up tents and make other preparations.

Second Harvest Japan provides a helping hand when people
need one. And we all need one now and then. If you'd like
to get involved, we'd love to have your help in supporting
our community. Visit www.2hj.org to learn more, and to
find out how you can help.
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